Asian Power Devices (APD), a global power supply designer and manufacturer, is expected to participate in the JAPAN IT WEEK Spring 2018 exhibition at TOKYO BIG SIGHT from May 9 to May 11. APD will be exhibiting diversified power supply products and research and development results in ESEC Spring exhibition area at booth W12-67 to demonstrate APD’s capability of applying high-end technology to power applications to the global market.

"APD's customer base covers a wide range of applications, including consumer electronics, medical and networking communications. APD's greatest strength is its highly flexible custom-design capabilities that provide a wide range of product specifications." Jason Shen, Director of Sales & Marketing, states that APD's power products are in line with the latest energy efficiency and regulatory requirements. They can develop high-quality customized power products based on customer specifications of special products that smartly respond to market trends.

APD plans to showcase a range of network communications, medical and consumer power products and solutions at the exhibition. APD's network communication power supply has low interference features, which can meet the various types of network communication testing and certification requirements when combined with the client's system. This application has been used in other major telecommunication products in Europe, America, Asia, and Australia.

Furthermore, with respects to the application of consumer electronics, APD's products are favored by the world's leading consumer electronics manufacturers for its miniaturized design, unique appearance, and multi-functional advantages. The company is also ranked #1 globally in the fields of Storage and POS Printer.

In the field of medical applications, there are extremely high safety standards and needs for diversification. APD obtained ISO13485 Medical Devices Quality Management Systems certification in 2015 and complied with the medical safety standard IEC60601. With its high-quality and highly stable power supply products, APD currently produces high ratings and sales results in Japan and the global medical market.

For more than 20 years, APD Group has been devoted to the research and development, design and manufacture of power supply products. Nowadays, APD has a research and development team of more than 300 experts and has immense experience in cooperating with top customers in the world. APD can satisfy customers' needs for high-quality
customized and diversified products. Over the years, the company has won the unanimous trust of our clients, becoming one of the major suppliers of the world’s leading manufacturers.

In the future, APD Group will also continue to develop Wireless Charge, Open Frame, and other types of special customized products to provide the clients with higher quality power products and solutions.

APD Group participates in JAPAN IT WEEK Spring 2018 to showcase all series of power products and customized solution.

For more information, please visit the official company website: http://www.apd.com.tw/en/
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About Asian Power Devices (APD) Group

Asian Power Devices (APD) was established in 1994 and is engaged in power electronics and renewable energy technologies. The company boasts world-class technology development capability, highly competitive products and services to secure an essential position in the global market. APD Group has three subordinate business groups, namely power systems, renewable energy, and lighting. Product fields include power supplies, PV inverters, and electrical ballasts. In addition to focusing on key technology developments, the company also pursues high-efficiency production and services. APD Group will maintain its focus on innovation and sustainable development to become a technology leader in the global power electronics and renewable energy market. The company aims to use high efficiency and energy saving technology to help the public realize a green future.
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